In this paper we will work with algebras R which are p.i. equivalent to M k j, for some k, /. (Our base field need not be characteristic zero. In the characteristic p case M k j is known to be verbally prime, but Kemer's classification theorem may not hold.) And, we will need one more hypothesis. Let / = the ideal of R generated by all evaluations of c(x). We will call / the Razmyslov ideal of R. Our final hypothesis is that / should have no annihilator in R. Here is our theorem:
THEOREM. Assume that R is p.i. equivalent to some M k j and that the annihilator of J is (0). Then there is embedding R -• It of R into a central extension ϊϊ where
(1) R has a non-degenerate trace, (2) for all r eR there is an integer n such that J n r cR, and (3) ~R satisfies exactly the same trace identities as M k j.
We start off by using the equation (*) to investigate the properties of p{x\, ... , x n , a) and c(x\, ... , x n ). Equation (*) is not defined in R, since R has no trace function. However, any consequence of (*) which does not involve trace will be a polynomial identity in R since it will be identity in M k /.
One obvious consequence is
c(x)p(y,a) = c(y)p(x 9 a).
We now prove a slightly deeper lemma.
Proof. Choose any evaluation of c,c(z).
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Now calculate
Hence, JΣiP{Xi, a)r t = 0. But ann/ = (0) and so ΣiP(Xi, ά)rι = 0, as claimed.
This allows us to make the following definition:
DEFINITION. Let ae R. We define tr(α), which will be an element of Hom R (J, R), the set of i?-module maps from / to R, by
The symbol tr( ) satisfies the usual properties of a trace function: It is linear, it vanishes on commutators (by (1)) and it is central, in some sense. We now need to define the trace ring of R, which will be generated by R and {tτ (a) Proof. Assume that there was a non-zero map /:
Hence / c ann/ and so 7 = 0. So / must be the zero map.
Using this lemma we take the direct limit (union) of Hom^(/", R) and call it A. A is an additive group and it contains a copy of R (acting by left multiplication). A can also be given a multiplicative structure, using composition of functions. 
It is not too hard_to show that tr(/) will also belong to R and that it will be central in R.
We remark the annihilator of / in A (and hence in R) will still be zero. For, if / G ΈLom R (J n , R) were such that // = 0, then f(J n + ι ) = Jf(J n ) = 0 and so /"(/) would be zero. We also remark that the element tr(aι)tτ(ci2) -tr(a n ) of Hom R (J n , R) takes c(x\) c(x n ) to p(^i, αθ -p(x n , a n ) and that this is well-defined by (2) . We also remark that our construction of A obviously is based on the construction of the Martingale ring of quotients. Here, now, is our main result: (2) Let T{X) be the free (associative) algebra with trace on the infinite set X. So trace polynomials are elements of T(X). Let F(X) c T(X) be the free (associative) algebra on X, corresponding to ordinary polynomials. Let I(M k j) and I(R) be the ideals of trace identities for M k / and R, respectively, in T(X). By hypothesis Let J x be the Γ-idealof F{X) generated by the central polynomial c(x\, ... , x n ). Since both M k j and R have no non-zero annihilator of their Razmyslov ideals, it follows that
Let T n (X) be the space of trace polynomials of total degree n.
Modulo the relation (*) J^T n (X) c F(X). But, each of I{M kJ ) and I(R) contain (*). Hence

JZ(I(M kJ ) n T n (X)) c I(M kJ )Γ)F(X) mod I(R) and
J»(I(K) n T n (X)) c I(R)ΠF(X) mod I(M kJ ).
The proof now easily follows.
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(3) To prove (3) we resort to another identity of Razmyslov. Razmyslov proved that there exist polynomials ei{x\, ... , x n ) and e\(x\, ... , x n ) such that (**) is a trace identity for M k j.
By part (2) (**) will also hold in R. Now assume that tτ(aR) = 0 for some aeR.
But in (**) this would imply that c{x)a = 0 for all c(x). Hence 0 Φ a e ann / = (0). More generally, if tr(aR) = 0 for some 0 Φ a e Tϊ, we may choose a 0 Φ b e RΠaJ n for some ft. But bR c αϊf, yielding the contradiction We point out that the trace also behaves well with respect to ideals. We also point out that this trace behaves well with respect to homomorphisms.
PROPOSITION. Let φ:R^ S be an algebra homomorphism and assume that (1) R is p.i. equivalent to M k j and no non-zero element of R annihilates the Razmyslov ideal J, (2) S has a trace function and S is trace-p.L equivalent to M k j, and (3) the annihilator of φ{J) in S is (0). __ Then φ extends to a trace preserving homomorphism from R to S.
ALLAN BERELE
Proof. We want to define φ: R - • S via φ(tr(a)) = tr(φ(a) ). The only problem is showing that this ψ is well-defined.
Let f(xι 9 ... 9 x n ) be any (formal) trace polynomial such that f(a\, ... , a n ) = 0 for some choice of a\, ... , a n e i?. We need to prove that f(φ(aι) , ... , p(β Λ )) = (°) in S By (*) there exists an integer k and an ordinary (not trace) polynomial g such that c{y\)c (y2) c ( To see the necessity of the hypothesis ann / = (0), let E be the Grassmann algebra (with unit) on the infinite dimensional i^-vector space V, and let Z be the center of E. Then our algebra will be R = E ®z E. Kemer proved that E ® £ is p.i. equivalent to Afi s i. We do not know if there is an embedding R into ϊί, where ]R has a nondegenerate trace and is trace p.i. equivalent to M\ 9 \. However, if such an embedding of R did exist it would not have the good properties of the one we constructed. Specifically, assume that i:E <8>E -> R is an embedding, that R has a non-degenerate Z(R)~ and Z(is ®£)-linear trace function and that R is trace p.i. equivalent to M\ 9 \. Then (1) the restriction of tr to E ®E is not non-degenerate, (2) R is not a central extension of E ® E, and (3) for some r e R there does not exist z E Z{E ® E) such that 0Φ zx eE®E. For the proof, note that tr(l) = 0 in M\ 9 \, hence in R. Now, let 0 Φ υ e V and let a = v <g>v eE®E.
We leave it as an exercise for the reader to show that if tr(ax) = 0, then x does not lie in the ring generated by Z{R) and E®E\ and that Z(E® E)tτ(ax) does not contain any non-zero elements of E ®E.
As promised earlier, we conclude with a summary of the theory of verbally prime p.i. algebras. These algebras were introduced by Kemer in [3] . In that work he proved the classification theorem mentioned above. He also proved that any p.i. algebra has a nilpotent ideal modulo which it is equivalent to a direct sum of verbally prime algebras.. He also studied the tensor products of verbally prime algebras. He showed that such a product will be verbally prime and gave explicit computational formulas (see [4] ). This work has not appeared in the West, but the results have been duplicated by Regev in [6] and [7] . Razmyslov studied verbally prime p.i.'s in [5] . He showed that they all admit central polynomials. He also studied the trace identities of Mkj and found that all trace identities for M^j are consequences of the identities of degree (k + l)x(k + l). This latter is an analogue of the Razmyslov-Procesi theorem. In [1] we reprove Razmyslov's result using methods which generalize Procesi's use of classical invariant theory. Finally, in [2] , we used Razmyslov's central polynomials to get a partial generalization of the Artin-Procesi theorem. We proved that every verbally prime p.i. algebra satisfies properties similar to Azumaya algebras.
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